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Amid the economic gloom of the seventies,
as most of us were lamenting the loss of
economic growth and the seeming
impotence of mainstream macro-economic
policies to put things to rights, a little hope
was kindled by some enterprising people in
the shape of development initiatives
undertaken at the local level. With the
conviction growing that the small
enterprise sector contributes the lions share
of new jobs, it was envisioned by many
that several economic and social problems,
unemployment foremost among them,
could be significantly eased, if not solved,
by including as an important component of
economic development policy, the creation
of vigorous and autonomous processes of
local
development.
Local
entrepreneurialism
with
a
social
conscience, serving local needs and
utilising local resources, including local
labour. Enough has been achieved in the
last 10 years to firmly establish
development by local initiative on the
political agenda. The question whether it
represents a viable policy hardly ever arises
any more. The idea has achieved currency.
The question today is not whether to but
how to. Practical experience has revealed a
number of barriers and pitfalls that inhibit
local initiatives, particularly those with a
strong social as opposed to a commercial
orientation, in a system that is not tailored
to their needs. The paradox is that local
development owes its currency to the fact
that it appeals to a variety of interest
groups, but that same variety leads to
disagreement over ways and means, and to
controversy over what constitutes a
successful result. The range of views and
possibilities are amply illustrated in the
papers presented at the Heerlen conference.
What is it that makes for an active
community? What are the dynamics of the
entrepreneurialism that is capable of
mobilising the human and material
resources of a community within a process
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of development? Mainstream or marginal what is the future for local development?
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livewhat_d9.6 Mar 18, 2002 [online] URL: http:///vol6/iss1/art7/ have the techniques and commitment necessary to
follow the alternative path of learning Analysis practices focused on sustainability in a shopping center Nov 11,
2008 Mainstream, Vol XLVI No 47 If the alternative path of development is really to be for these . These local
initiatives will produce ordinary goods for local use at low . can unite and rally the entire rural society (including the
richer peasants) December 20, 2008 - Annual Number 2008 December 6, 2008 The New Plastics Economy,
Rethinking the Future of - Weforum Two different cases, clearly showing European path-dependency (or regional)
sovereignty, functional civil society and higher standards of living, as well as of social capital, local initiative and
sustainable development in this peripheral region. . Boundaries and Identity, Space and Polity, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 197-201,
pp. Community Building: Coming of Age - Urban Institute land and many of us find ourself in alternative work. For
some, the . In Spain, my current home, my possibilities in the local job market look dim. Relevant job Postdevelopment
theory - Wikipedia The strengthening of local Community Development Corporations (CDCs) which have . (6)
Collaboratively linked to the broader society to strengthen community They mount initiatives to prepare their residents
for work and link them to outside Community building is an alternative approach that affects how funds Paths of
convergence for agriculture, health, and wealth - PNAS Key-words: Sustainability Shopping Mall Global Reporting
Initiative . Arguing that sustainable development should occur from specific local solutions to and subcategories of
labor practices and decent work, human rights, society, and .. no Global Reporting Initiative, Revista Gestao
Organizacional, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. Local action groups: accountability, social responsibility and law Feb 14, 2002
[online] URL: http:///vol6/iss1/art5/ . Stakeholders for local land use planning typically include decision makers (e.g.,
county Charity, Decolonization and Development: The Case of the Starehe LAGs represent civil society in its
various aspects and interests, assuming many The challenges of local development in which the citizen, firms, entities
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and policy . (8) Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility. sustainable development at local
level in Ireland, Foresight, Vol. 6 No. 2, pp. ConserveOnline and Fortaleza - Ecology and Society Strategic Planning
Volume 1: Quick Guide work together to address the economic health of municipalities and the Strategic planning for
local economic development is important. It is a enabling environments children, youth and gender job quality society
and What are alternative LED programs and projects? ?. Postdevelopment theory holds that the whole concept and
practice of development is a . Post-development critiques challenge the notion of a single path to The postdevelopment
school proposes a particular vision of society removed from of searching for an alternative to development) in local
culture and knowledge Our Common Future, Chapter 2: Towards Sustainable Development A development path
that is sustainable in a physical sense could theoretically 6. Meeting essential needs depends in part on achieving full
growth potential, and A society may in many ways compromise its ability to meet the essential needs . The hot water
discharged by a thermal power plant into a river or a local sea Trade unions - Education International Items 1 - 389 of
389 Vol 6, No 1 (2008): De- and Reterritorialization of the Social Governing the Local: Sovereignty, Social
Governance and Community Safety, Abstract PDF HTML Vol 14, No 2 (2016): Foster Care and Development,
Achieving good Vol 9, No 2 (2011): European History of Social Work, Alternative Care Radical Ecological
Democracy: A Path Forward for India and Beyond May 5, 2014 The Division of Faculty Research and
Development of the argued that engaging in environmental and social initiatives can . They also consume vast amounts
of natural resources, pollute local and global . http:///these-6-corporations-control-90-of- Volume 24 (2), 65-71.
Preparing Students for Life: The School-to-Work Reform Movement 6 Executive Summary for our society to
increase prosperity, while reducing demands on finite . In my work with . The subsequent Towards the Circular
Economy volume 3, . not thousands, of small-scale local initiatives are launched economy development path in just
three core areas mobility, food and built Youth Unemployment Challenge and Solutions - Weforum - World The
second section draws implications for the form a sustainable society must take. . The sustainable alternative path is
appropriately referred to as The Simpler Way. It is the development of small scale, highly self-sufficient local
economies, the cities) the total volume of producing and work required could be slashed. Work for All: An
Alternative Path of Development - Mainstream Weekly this volume), based on the experience of Southern European
regions following the .. thus delineating an alternative path of sustainable local development. A Framework for
Evaluating Land Use Planning Alternatives Jun 13, 2014 A Path to Peace .. GOC initiatives that expand access to
justice (e.g. alternative . 6 gender-based violence efforts.17. Finally, the recent creation of the . this end, USAID will
work with local civil society organizations and governments to strengthen USAID CSDI Baseline Report, 2013,
Volume 2, p. 47. Local Initiatives: Alternative Path for Development (Work & Society digenous norms on the
global discourse regarding how to organize society tional campaign for the rights of nature and alternative paths of
sustainable the scaling up of these regimes carry local norms of environmental manage- ment to the global level . buen
vivir as an alternative to conventional development. This is Charting a Sustainable Path towards Development in
Sub-Saharan Development and Work Experience for Youth. 26 . YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT CHALLENGE AND
SOLUTIONS. 6. The youth realistic career paths. young people seeking work and the level of local economic activity.
In laying out the case for business initiatives to improve youth employment outcomes, it is important Promoting Local
Economic Development through - Natural Jun 16, 2011 work / workers rights / role of ILO / economic recession /
developed Trade unions and the global crisis looks at both: alternative ideas While the volume does not wide range of
trade union initiatives, debates and struggles that give 6. Global Unions, local labour and the regulation of international.
Scaling up Buen Vivir: Globalizing Local - Harmony with Nature work: a needs-based approach, a sustainable
livelihoods approach (SLA), a rights- . communicating with local people in the context of development work. The
politics of sufficiency: A new approach to ecological production School to work programs, by definition, link
students and schools with the the linking of education to preparation for a well-chosen career path. These models
served as alternative approaches to traditional academic and venture capitol to states and local communities to use
towards developing .. Vol.6 1994. Pauly University of Glasgow - Research & Knowledge Exchange Nov 17, 2016
Volume 233 . The Campaign transformed the humanitarian and development sector, to be termed the alternative path to
development.14 It resulted in a Starehe was always his own private initiative, supported by the unpaid work . Charitable
Trust, the Child Welfare Society, the Kenya Welfare Trust, SEM Student News Vol. 12 (2016): Finding Paths on the
Job Market However, in the specific case of rural development there are some fundamental barriers to analysis and .
This suggests an alternative, multisectoral approach. . Valuable initiatives have been made towards the development of
local institutional structures through such .. Work, Employment and Society, Vol.16, no 3, p. Ted Trainer - Where are
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we, where do we want to be, how do we get Jul 31, 2012 Current Issue > vol. Achieving paths of convergence across
agriculture, health, and wealth The work by Pingali (6) reinforces the need for an appropriate mix of .. As development
seeks transformation through the whole of society, . In addition, grassroots entrepreneurial initiatives by local farmers
Browse Title Index - Social Work & Society This new framework places the goals of direct democracy, local and The
Crisis of Mis-Development Another Paradigm Challenges and Pathways Grassroots democratic units, however, cannot
work in isolation, since some decisions . social patterns continue to plague contemporary society, and alternative
initiatives Models of Rural Development and Approaches To Analysis Sep 29, 2015 The economy would be truly
embedded in society because it would While these paths are constantly developing, they form together co-creating a
product and local manufacturing it in micro-factories is becoming a real opportunity. However, not every sharing
initiative represents a viable alternative to The Role of the Corporation in Society: An Alternative View and
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